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Subject: Re: Cranor_Milicent/mskcc_Path@mskmail.mskcc.org: ARRB project

Body:

Please see the message below regarding Marguerite Oswald's papers.  Is there anyhting I can say about these?  

thanks.To:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From:	mshack @ juno.com @ 

INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	10/17/97 06:10:44 PM 

ASTSubject:	Cranor_Milicent/mskcc_Path@mskmail.mskcc.org: ARRB project--------- Begin forwarded 

message ----------From: Cranor_Milicent/mskcc_Path@mskmail.mskcc.orgTo: mshack@juno.com, 

garyag@ix.netcom.comSubject: ARRB projectDate: Fri, 17 Oct 97 14:12:00 -0400Message-ID: 

<H0000fa306c21f71@mhs>Item Subject: cc:Mail Text     Is the ARRB doing anything to get into these papers?     

01087477 DAUGHTER TELLS OF OSWALD PAPERS Miami Herald (MH) - TUE NOV     22 1983 By: HERALD STAFF 

Edition: FINAL  Section: FRONT  Page: 2AWord     Count: 215     MEMO: THE PEOPLE COLUMN     TEXT: The  

daughter  of  Lee Harvey Oswald, alleged assassin of     President John F. Kennedy,  says  crates  of  

informationconcerning     her late father remain unexamined at a Texas university, and noteven     she has 

been allowed to look inside.     June Oswald Porter, 21, says the papers were part of her late     grandmother's 

library,  which  was  donated by her uncle to Texas     Christian University in Fort Worth. "No one, not even my 

sister and     I," has been allowed to see the collection, she says.     The  library  consists  of  "probably  the  

most complete     collection of material  concerning  my  father,"  she says in a     bylined article in People 

magazine.     Porter,  whose  mother  remarried when June was 3, says the papers     were given  to  TCU  after  

Oswald's  mother, Marguerite, diedwithout     leaving a will.     "Though  we have fought to obtain possession 

of the library, the     matter needs to be pursued through the courts," she says.     She also says she first 

discovered "the hatred people have for the     name Oswald"  as a freshman at the University of Texas, when a     

roommate demanded that  she  move  because  "her father would not     allow her life to be put in danger by 

living with  me."     Porter   describes  herself  as  an  aspiring  journalist     attending  a university in the 

Northeast.--------- End forwarded message ---------- 
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